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YOUR MARATHON

TRAINING GUIDE

The people
YOU ARE SUPPORTING

‘After I retired I was just sitting in, smoking. I had no exercise. I wasn’t
cooking. I wasn’t doing anything. I was probably depressed but I
didn’t know it. I could go weeks on end without anybody calling to the
door. Eamonn to me was priceless. Had I not been put in touch with
ALONE I dread to think where I’d be now. It’s shown me a door to a
way back into society.’ - Leo, 73, befriended by ALONE volunteer.
"Loneliness is what happens when you stop living your life to the full
and become an observer. It can be brought on by retirement, sickness,
bereavement or accident. The good news is that it can be overcome! A
single phone call to a friendly voice can change your life." - Don, 81,
befriended by ALONE volunteer.

1 in 3 older
people in Ireland
live alone. 1 in 10
suffer from
chronic
loneliness.

Studies show that loneliness is as damaging
as smoking and it can lead to a number of
health issues, including depression and
dementia.
ALONE is a national charity that supports
older people to age at home, working to
ensure quality of life and well-being.
We offer 4 key services: Befriending, Housing
with Support, Support Coordination, and
BConnect training and technology.
Thanks so much for your support!

About
THE WRITER
We are bringing you the best tips
and knowledge in the field from an
experienced marathon runner,
Brian Holohan is the man behind
the popular "Running in Ireland"
blog. He has completed numerous
marathons, from Dublin to New
York. The Running in Ireland blog
focuses on the races and events
around Ireland both before and
after the marathon, so it can be
worth having a look during when
planning your training races.
Brian has kindly donated his best
tips to ALONE so we can share it
with our volunteers, friends, and all
the people running in aid of
ALONE.

"Congratulations on taking the step to
sign up for this magnificent challenge.
The marathon is one of the hardest, but
most rewarding experiences you can
have. The fact that you have chosen to
do this for ALONE, will provide you with
additional motivation on your training
journey, and an even greater sense of
accomplishment when you look back in
a few months on what you have
achieved and why you did it.
In this guide, I have tried to include some of the most useful tips that
have helped me in the marathons I have completed to date. I am not
an elite runner, and there is plenty of great advice available from the
people at the front of the races if you want to find it. The advice that I
give is off the back of a number of marathon attempts, some that have
gone well, but most importantly, some that have not, and what I have
learnt from those.
I believe that everyone is capable of completing the marathon, given
enough preparation. This year is your turn, and in a few months you
will be able to say you have completed one of life's toughest
challenges. And you can say, forever more, you are a marathoner!
Good Luck!"

Brian Holohan

Getting

STARTED
1. If you haven't exercised in a while get a physical
exam and the go ahead from your doctor.

2. Invest in a good pair of runners. Having a
comfortable pair of shoes will prevent injuries,
and help you achieve your goals.

3. Mental positivity. It's important to know that
you'll have good days and bad, but every run you
do is bringing you closer and closer to your goal
and membership of that exclusive 1% of people
who've completed a marathon! Keep going.

TRAINING
TIPS
Remember to build
your mileage slowly
and steadily. Try not to
add more than a 10%
increase in your long
runs week over week

Also, make sure to add
variety to your training runs.
Don't just go out and run
mile after mile. Do
speedwork, hill runs, tempo
runs, and without doubt
Long Slow Runs (the
emphasis on Slow).

Make sure to factor in rest days, this is what gives your body and
muscles time to rest and adjust, making them stronger for the next
sessions. If you don't include rest days, you'll burn out.

Energy Gels - Test out a number of different types and flavours of
Energy Gels early in your training. Some of the textures and tastes
won't agree with you, but you should find one that works, then it's a
matter of training your body as to when you need them.
You should be able to go over 1.5 hours before taking the first,
then probably every 45 minutes, but find what works for you.
Once you've found your gel, don't risk taking any different
types on the day, it could ruin your race!

I recommend to run a number of distance races
(half marathons at least). Look into the race
calendars and find some 10K's, 10Miles and Half
Marathon races that suit you (possibly even look
at a 3/4 marathon). These are the best prep to
test race day conditions and gear. You will learn
a lot about how you perform on the day, and they
will help bring your pace up. They are also
essential for getting to chat to other runners and
picking up many different tips, and maybe
friends, on the journey to the marathon.

Don't wear any new gear on race day. All your
gear (including runners) needs to be well broken
in before the day. If you try something new, over
the course of 26.2miles, it will cause chaffing or
blisters

If you like to listen to music when you run, then
certainly have a good playlist ready. However, I'd
encourage you to at least start the race without
music. The start line and first few miles are an
incredible buzz in the marathon, both from
supporters and other runners. You'll have lots of
time to listen to music. If you have put the
earphones in, take them out coming into
Castleknock....it was unreal last year, you don't
want to miss that roar!

Make sure to take some water at each station,
especially during the latter part of the race. Know
in advance when the stations are coming, but
don't stress at the early ones if the crowds are
too packed to get a bottle. All runners are
friendly, the bottles will be passed around (and if
you have one, don't throw away without offering
around)!
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Race Weekend
Take time to visit and enjoy the race expo. You
have to go to collect your number, and there are
lots of stands to visit and speakers to listen to. It
all adds to the build up to the event. Be
conscious though not to spend too long walking
around, you want to be resting before the race.
So maybe walk around, then sit and listen to
some talks, walk around a bit more and go.

The night before the race you might find it hard to
get to sleep because of the excitement and
anticipation. If so, don't worry, it's actually more
beneficial to have good night's sleep the two
previous nights. You will function just fine if you
have two good night's in the bag, and a slightly
disturbed sleep the night before.

Time your toilet break when you get to the start area.
Once in your zone, you'll want to be in position around
15 minutes from start time, then factor 5-10 minutes for
toilet queueing. If you want to be near the front of your
wave, you'll need to factor a lot more time.

Marathon day

CHECKLIST
Fuel (gels, electrolytes)

Anti-chafing gel

Your runners

Short sleeve shirt and
shorts
GPS/Watch

Race number & 4 safety pins
Wicking socks
Bandages

Recovery tools

CHECKLIST
Foam roller

Compression pants
Scheduled massage

Celebrations with family,
friends...
Epsom Salt

Electrolyte drink

How to

FUNDRAISE
1. Offline
Use your sponsorship card, and when you're finished transfer the funds
raised to the ALONE bank account. For details email
fundraising@alone.ie
2. Online
Create your personalised page on a fundraising website like
Everydayhero, JustGiving or IDonate.
It takes five minutes to set it up and then all you have to do is
share the link with your sponsors.

TIP
Who to ask for donations?
You can approach your friends,
relatives, neighbours, and
colleagues. You're doing an
amazing thing, not only by
running a marathon but also
supporting a great cause.
They'll be very proud and
delighted to sponsor you!
Don't forget to thank all of them
for their contributions.

Carmel, ALONE volunteer, completing the Dublin Marathon, 2017.

THANK YOU
Thank you so much for running a marathon in aid of ALONE. We wish
you the very best on completing this challenge; it's going to be an
amazing experience and we'd like to support you with your training.
We hope you find this guide useful and share it with your friends.
100% of all donations from your sponsors will go towards front-line
services. Your participation in the Dublin Marathon will have a positive
impact in the lives of older people across Ireland.

Become part of the ALONE running team. Email: fundraising@alone.ie

For more great info, race tips, and news, check the
blog Running in Ireland by clicking on the icons
below:

ALONE CHY: 8259
www.alone.ie
Olympic House
Pleasants Street, Dublin 8
fundraising@alone.ie
01 679 1032

